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Ladies & Gentlemen of the Assembly, 

As you consider whether to approve a resolution supporting a change to Alaska's hate crime laws, I have serious 
concerns re the event that seems to have been the start of this resolution . 

After the Peninsula Clarion covered the alleged assault and insults directed toward a person of the LBGTQ community a 
few months ago I have these concerns: 

If this person was assaulted, was there a police report filed? Has any one been arrested? Where's the Press to follow up 
this? 

Seems that if indeed a police report had been filed, by now we'd have seen arrests on the front page of the Clarion, 
Anch Daily News and other local media . 

Seems also that in a coordinated fashion, after the town hall meeting at the Soldotna Library, local politicians made 
formal resolutions supporting a change in state law to incorporate of the LGTBQ agenda with uncharacteristic speed 
compared to other items typically contemplated by city councils, the Borough assembly, etc. 

I'm calling this whole situation a JESSIE SMOLLET faux hate crime contrived to push Alaska farther away from traditional 
family values that have been the basis of society for centuries . 

What someone decides to do in his/her private life is that person's business, but I call foul with this whole series of 
events. 

Thank you for your consideration and service on the Assembly 

JR Dailey 
Sterling AK 
Supervoter 
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